
BL4H Brake Levers
Lifting Link Type

This type of lever was as far as we know was
fitted to a wide range steel underframe
wagons from larger mineral wagons from the
1920’s through to larger BR mineral wagons. It 
will be necessary to file and bend this lever. 

Brake Levers - General Notes.

The brake levers supplied must be shaped to a fairly
logical set of conventions.

1.Wagons with simple straight brake levers usually are
pivoted in line with the outer edge of a wooden solebar.
They will have to be bent outward to pass the axlebox
casting and then in a tight angled “U” shape back
towards the solebar so that it slots into the lever guide
and out again. It will also usually need to be bent outward 
in the shape of a “J” to form a handle. See sketches.

2. The fourth series of levers are half etched toward the
handle end. This is to help you create the typical taper
bar from which the lever was forged. You should file
away the step in the metal to form a gentle taper from full 
to half thickness.

3. We would suggest that where the handle is shaped
bending starts from the handle and you work back
towards the fulcrum of the lever.
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The Vees should fit around a standard AMBIS “spine” or
backbone fitting. One these wagons the large Vee should
be placed centrally between the axle centres, the underside 
of the etching is marked with a centre line. On end door
minerals, generally, the small Vee was located away from
the end door.

It is assumed that the solebars are 6 feet 1 inches apart, so
on plastic wagons these will probably need to be thinned
down to accomodate this etching.

Additional Parts.

To assist the modeller some additional parts are supplied
with some brake levers.

A brake lever tumbler is supplied where appropriate. 

We suggest you use the AMBIS brake lever guides to
compliment these brake levers. The brake lever guide
range will expand to cover the full range of levers and
underframe type AMBIS supplies, as will other items such
as push-rods.

By Grouping, POW and BR on long wheelbase (12 foot)
wagons which were not fitted nor had the “lifting link” brake
levers. These were predominantely wooden bodied vehicles 
except for GWR mineral wagons. We believe this brake
linkage preceded the lifting link for BR although a version of 
the lifting link was common on SR wagons and was also
used by Charles Roberts of Wakefield. 
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